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Dear partners,
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What an outstanding business year for St. Louis! We’ve
welcomed major expansions and seen explosive growth
in the entrepreneurial ecosystem.
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Thanks to the vision of two great St. Louis leaders,
County Executive Charlie A. Dooley and Mayor Francis Slay,
the Partnership is a reality.

Already, we’re seeing extraordinary results as we
implement the first-ever City-County strategic plan
for economic development.
Since St. Louis Economic Development
Partnership took shape in 2013, St. Louis has
welcomed more than 8,520 jobs and over
$1.8 billion in private investment.
We’ve collaborated on major regional initiatives including
Cortex, IKEA, Cambridge Innovation Center, TREX, BioSTL,
ITEN, Arch Grants, Mosaic Project, LaunchCode, Accelerate
St. Louis. We work with City and County businesses, civic
leaders, communities and organizations to create strong
relationships and a robust network, so collectively we can
provide greater opportunities for shared prosperity and job
growth throughout St. Louis.

purpose: Working to provide greater opportunities for shared prosperity
and job growth across the economic development spectrum from
entrepreneurs to large employers.

1: ikea

identity: The lead economic development partner for St. Louis City & County.

3: ballpark village
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2: jason jan, froyo
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big wins & New jobs

8,520

1.8b

$

new jobs announced

7,354

KWS

75 jobs
$13.7M investment

Emerson

75 jobs
$20M investment

construction jobs

Watlow

50 jobs
$30M investment

Dial Corp/Henkel
$11M investment

4,128,700

sf

4Msf

Total Quality Logistics

announced
construction

95 jobs
$1.2M investment

construction in the pipeline

2.7 billion

$

inclusion

charter

400 jobs
$12.3M investment

performance

Accelerate

Achieve strategic

organizations and

opportunities by

plan goals with

individuals to attract

linking the potential

accountability,

and grow quality

of minorities, youth

collaboration and

jobs.

and foreign born with

inclusion.

Boeing

2,000 jobs
$400M investment

in 2014, the

Monsanto

partnership

675 jobs
$450M investment

launched the

ab mauri

first city/county

60 jobs retained

strategic plan

Mitek

50 jobs
$22M investment

for economic

Bissinger’s

development,

85 jobs
$17M investment

outlining the six

brew hub (pictured)

priorities below

55 jobs
$20M investment

skf

73 jobs
$55M investment
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economic impact of
announced construction
in the st. louis region

100 jobs
$30M investment
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$20M investment
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$63M investment
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Express Scripts
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2013-2014 Impact

INNOVATION
STLVENTUREWORKS IS THE PLACE
TO BE FOR NEW IDEAS AND THE
NEXT GENERATION OF SUCCESSFUL,
HIGH-POTENTIAL COMPANIES. FIVE
CONVENIENT LOCATIONS MAKE UP
THE LARGEST NETWORK OF ITS KIND.

79

%

54%

stlventureworks
occupancy

julie steis

company: mercury
communications
Julie Steis agreed with her
brother and business partner; It
was time to move their business
out of the basement and into
a real office. In the highly
competitive field of wireless
infrastructure, they needed to
look big to play big. That’s when
they found STLVentureWorks. In
2012, Mercury Communications
graduated from the small

2013

2014

62 clients

70 clients

17,000

sf

39

%

minority

incubator
expansion
in 2015

36

%

women

22

%

immigrant

business incubator and opened
its new headquarters in Fenton,
Missouri. It is now one of the
largest female-owned companies
in St. Louis, with annual
revenue exceeding $12 million.
Entrepreneurs such as Steis are
creating new jobs and prosperity
in St. Louis, and they are getting
their start at STLVentureWorks.

west county
south county
grand center
wellston
helix center

the DOUBLE HELIX
hELIX CENTER BIOTECH
INCUBATOR
Home to 20 early stage bio/high-tech
companies and some of the most
cutting-edge research and technology.
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Their success is our success, too.

hELIX Fund
Invests in early stage
startups, entrepreneur-inresidence programs (EIRs)
and life science business
recruitment projects.

1.15m
$600k

$

committed to 18 companies

committed to EIRs

A STARTUP
REINVENTION
St. Louis has always fostered
a spirit of innovation. from
rankings to raising capital, this
is the place for ideas to thrive.

investment rounds
exceeding $1 million

one set of earbuds at a time.
The brainchild of a St. Louis
entrepreneur, this revolutionary

major retailer in the United States.
Overnight, Yurbuds has become
a local success and national
household brand, and was named

5.6m

$

350m

this startup sweep the world

sports earphone at nearly every

2012 raise

$

Listen closely and you’ll hear

product is the number one selling

6x

in 2013, st. louis
startups raised
more than

YURBUDS

the ninth most promising company

avg. raise

in America by Forbes. After years
of explosive growth, Yurbuds
was acquired in 2014 by Harmon
International Industries. The

2x

company continues to innovate
and shake up the sports market

previous five
year avg.

from its St. Louis office. Next, it
plans to take on the consumer
wearable technology field.
2013

2007
15

13

13

1

#

11

16

15

33

fastest growing city
in the world for tech
startup funding

Accelerate St. Louis is a collaborative effort to showcase the startup explosion
reshaping the region. Economic development, business, civic, political and venture
capital leaders are united in supporting the movement. Accelerate St. Louis provides
information and resources to startups, connects entrepreneurs and investors, and
helps tell this St. Louis startup story as it evolves.

accelerate st. louis
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heritage

startups

capital

ecosystem

St. Louis boasts an
indisputable history
of entrepreneurial
success. Today, a savvy
group of startups
defines the region’s
new economy.

From household names
to new ventures,
St. Louis is exploding
with pioneering ideas.
And it’s all built on
our robust spirit of
innovation.

No startup can launch
without capital. Venture
capital, angel investors,
accelerators and public
funds are readily
available to ignite new
growth in St. Louis.

St. Louis is the place
where big ideas grow.
Entrepreneurs say it’s
our robust, collaborative
environment that helps
them grow their vision
and succeed quickly.

THE SCIENCE
OF GROWTH
St. Louis is a magnet for
the best plant scientists in
the world. rooted in the
region are some of the most
highly advanced innovators,
companies and organizations.

75b

$

local ag/
global impact

in St. Louis

20,000

400

employees work at over
plant & life science ventures

st. louis is home to the world’s
largest concentration of

plant science phDs

750
Donald danforth plant science center

The $45 million expansion gives the research hub the capacity to house more than 100 additional
researchers in flexible research laboratories with state-of-the-art equipment, as well as additional core
facilities and growth chamber space.

MONSANTO

Construction is under way in one of the largest corporate expansions
St. Louis has seen. The plant science giant will add 1,320,000 square
feet, including labs, green houses and high-tech plant growth
chambers. Monsanto’s expansion solidifies the region’s place in the
plant-science industry, while attracting top talent from worldwide.
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new JOBS

675
$400m
investment

ONE STOP

NOW THERE’S ONE SIMPLE STOP
FOR BUSINESSES GROWING IN
ST. LOUIS CITY AND COUNTY. THE
PARTNERSHIP OFFERS A SINGLE
POINT OF CONTACT FOR THE
resources YOU NEED:
business development
international trade support
entrepreneurial support and finance
real estate and community development
talent recruitment
foreign born attraction

Among the world’s fastest growing companies, Express Scripts’ story of entrepreneurship and growth
makes it uniquely St. Louis. From humble beginnings in a cinderblock building, the pharmacy benefits

express scripts
emerson electric
monsanto
centene
reinsurance group
peabody energy
ameren
jones financial
graybar electric
energizer holdings
arch coal
sigma-aldrich
brown shoe
olin
panera bread
belden
stifel financial
sun edison
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express scripts

20
121
197
251
274
365
379
444
449
549
695
781
826
823
864
954
962
967

s
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18 1000

Fortune

2014

manager has transformed the home delivery of prescription medication and grown from startup to
corporate giant in just over 30 years. Debuting a lab in 2014, Express Scripts continues its local growth.

new JOBS

1,500
$1.5b
economic impact

bissinger’s

Even at 350 years old, Bissinger’s is on the cusp of some

pretty sweet news. The St. Louis-based chocolatier is tripling
its capacity and expanding its wholesale business. The
confectioner’s 220,000-square-foot headquarters offers room for
new equipment, private tours and a ballroom for special events.
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NOW LANDING
with companies like boeing,
Emerson and dial corp all
announcing jobs this year,
manufacturing remains a
defining feature of St. Louis’
diverse economy.

top manufacturing industries in St. Louis
machinery

11%

fabricated metals

10.2%

aerospace

8.8%
job share

st. louis’ manufacturing mix is
helping the industry rebound
faster than other metro areas.
moody’s analytics

st. louis’
industrial
vacancy rate
is the lowest
since 2005
(3Q 2014)

INVESTMENT

new jobs

400m 2,000

$

NEW PROJECTS

777X, R&D, IT,
& F-22 fighter

This is a fantastic opportunity for Boeing St. Louis, and we look
forward to being a partner on the 777X program. Placing this
work in St. Louis optimizes resources, skills and technology in
St. Louis and creates high technology jobs in the region.
bob ciesla

6.3%
4,109,000sf

industrial real estate absorbed (1-3Q, 2014)

Boeing 777x

St. Louis takes flight in a historic move by Boeing to manufacture component
parts of its 777X airliner in the region that has traditionally shaped the aviation
industry. The move expands the company’s local footprint and lifts St. Louis into
the commercial aviation space. At its heart, the expansion is a story of tenacity.

Boeing Military Aircraft Cross-Enterprise Design/Build Vice President
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students
St. Louis aims to be a cultural mosaic, a place that is truly welcoming. Together,
we welcome newcomers because they bring new energy, ideas and talent.
We want to share our community, its great neighborhoods, outstanding
schools, plus some of the best hospitals and cultural destinations in the world.
Immigrants invigorate our region and take us back to our roots.

St. Louis mosaic project

9,000
international students
studying locally

foreign born growth
3.6%
2.7%

2.3% 2.1%

1.8%

1.7% 1.5% 1.5%
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mY HOPE FOR
ST. LOUIS IS TO
CREATE AN OPEN,
INCLUSIVE WORK
CULTURE WHERE
QUALIFICATION AND
ACHIEVEMENT ARE
CELEBRATED NO
MATTER WHAT YOUR
BACKGROUND.

5%

W

origin: india
business: b/c designers & muzio

ST. LOU...IS
MOSAIC

Ba

RESHMA CHATTARAM
CHAMBERLIN

6

#

st. louis
immigrants

60

more
likely to
start a
business

goal

to be the
fastest growing
metro for
foreign born
by 2020

%

fastest
growing
region for
foreign born

130%

more likely
to have an
advanced
degree

involvEment

425

mosaic ambassadors

70

professional connectors
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TALENT + NEED
Our job is threefold, and it has
never been more important
than now. With a renewed
focus on Ferguson, north
county and north city, we
strive to create opportunity
throughout the community.

metropolitan
Education & Training
(MET) center
The MET Center brings economic
self-sufficiency to unemployed
and under-employed individuals.
Last year, the MET Center
provided a record number of

job attraction

services, leading to sustainable

small business relief program

work and a competitive regional
economy:
•

improve employability

7,000 customers visited the
workforce training facility

•

1800 assisted with job
searches

Despite the recession and
the loss of two automotive
manufacturing plants, the St.
Louis region is successfully
rebounding, adding tens of
thousands of jobs.

30,000

jobs created

1/3

rd

unemployment drop

•

700+ received job training

•

1,000+ received job
placement services

The MET Center is nationally
renowned for its impact on the
lives and community it serves.
It continues to grow and add
new resources. In 2014, the
Partnership facilitated the $2.2

economic
recovery
in st. louis

million expansion for training in
biosciences, nursing and other
fields.

since 2009

early explorers
DATA
POINT 2

Early Explorers Child Development Academy opened in 2014
and is located adjacent to the MET Center. It is Wellston’s only
licensed, developmental, center-based, early childhood education
facility. The academy connects job training with quality early
childhood education for working parents.
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5.6m

$

investment

120
capacity

STRATEGIC

REDEVELOPMENT
some of the area’s MOST
IMPACTFUL revitalization
projects have TAKen SHAPE this
year. tHROUGH UNWAVERING
VISION, THE PARTNERSHIP IS driving
COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION.

spanish lake

natural bridge rd

1st

3mile

community development stretch gets $14m rehab;
corp launched
umsl/university square

fenton

295acre

former chrysler site gets
new developer

north county

$

north county aquatic
center completed

wellston

lEMAY COMMUNITY & AQUATIC CENTER

Splashing down in 2015! The much anticipated Lemay Community and Aquatic Center will be the
place to be for South County families. The $18 million facility includes community-driven amenities

10,000sf

ventureworks incubator
expansion announced

5m

countywide

$

45.8m

grants via port authority
reinvestment fund

such as lap lanes and a lazy river outside, and a walking/jogging track and fitness rooms inside. The
community and aquatic center is funded by St. Louis County Port Authority and River City Casino.

est. JOB creation

12,000
$7b
est. economic impact

northpark

The 550-acre business park is the only urban redevelopment in the
country located between the intersection of two major highways, an
international airport and a renowned university. SKF announced an
engineering/manufacturing campus in NorthPark, which is also home
to Express Scripts. Less than 100 acres are undeveloped in Phase I.
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WE GROW TRADE

rawlings
What do home runs look like?
They look like Rawlings Sporting
Goods’ global growth. Shortly
before the 127-year retailer
sponsored the Chinese National

World trade center st. louis
is an integral part of the
local economic development
network, facilitating
international business growth
and enhancing the region’s
global competitiveness.

Baseball Team’s inaugural visit
to Cardinals Nation, it signed a
six-year deal to be the team’s
official apparel and equipment
sponsor. The company also plans
to double its output to China
by 2017. In addition to baseball,
Rawlings is taking on Cricket and
recently designed a line of gloves
with Cricket Australia captain
Michael Clarke.
Chinese National Baseball player looking
at Busch Stadium from the St. Louis Arch.

export nation
# of companies
exporting
from st. louis

2,758

84

%

of st. louis
exporters
are small- to
medium-size
businesses

EXPRESS SCRIPTS

Canada
$3.96b

UK
$322m

Belgium
$427m

Mexico
$2b

Germany

$327m

China
$850m

Korea
$455m

Singapore
Brazil
$270m

$251m

Missouri’s Top 10 export partners

Japan
$610m

19

$

exports in
billions

st . louis’ top five goods exportIng

27.3%

aircraft products and parts

72.7

basic chemicals

services

%

goods

motor vehicles
petroleum/coal
nonferrous metal

$2.7b
$1.3b

$1.1b
$883m
$761m

top export
gain
8m

$94
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GET EXPERT ADVICE
Business Development
International Trade Support
Entrepreneurial Support & Finance
Real Estate & Community Development
Talent Recruitment
Foreign Born Attraction

cONNECT
314.615.7663
www.STLPartnership.com
@STLPartnership

